Abstract. The UNITY substitution axiom, "if (x = y) is an invariant of a program, then x can be replaced by y in any property of the program", is problematic for several reasons. In this paper, dual predicate transformers sst and wst are introduced that allow the strongest invariant of a program to be expressed, and these are used to give new definitions for the temporal operators unless and ensures. With the new definitions, the substitution axiom is no longer needed, and can be replaced by a derived rule of inference which is formally justified in the logic. One important advantage is that the effects of the initial conditions on the properties of a program are formally captured in a convenient way, and one can forget about substitution in formal treatments of the UNITY proof system while still having it available when desirable to use during the derivation of programs. Composibility and completeness of the modified logic are also discussed.
Introduction
The UNITY programming methodology invented by Chandy and Misra [ChM88] comprises a programming notation and a programming logic. A program consists of variable declarations, initial conditions, and a finite set of multiple, conditional assignment statements. The programming logic is based on the temporal operators unless, ensures, and ~ (read leads-to), plus invariant and the substitution axiom. Although both the language and the logic Correspondence and offprint requests to: Beverly A. Sanders, lnstitut fiir Computersysteme/Departement lnformatik, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH Zurich), ETH Zentrum, Switzerland. are surprisingly simple, Chandy and Misra and others have demonstrated with a large number of examples that this method is a tractable way to formally derive a wide variety of interesting parallel algorithms. UNITY promises to become an increasingly important tool in the future.
Probably due to the informal way it is stated, together with the very reasonable sounding justification for it as a generalisation of Leibniz's Rule, the substitution axiom has been widely neglected and misunderstood. Also, due to confusing notation in [ChM88] , many have misunderstood the definitions of the temporal operators unless and ensures, believing that the definitions are intended to be equivalence relations rather than inference rules. As will be explained later, combining the substitution axiom with the incorrectly defined temporal operators gives an unsound proof system. If the substitution axiom is omitted, then the incorrect definitions (which do have desirable properties) can be used and the proof system is sound, but incomplete (i.e. there are properties that can be proved with the substitution axiom but not without it). Most of the theoretical studies of UNITY of which I am aware [GeP89, JKR89, Kna89, Liu89] have used the incorrect definitions without the substitution axiom. In [Go190] , the incorrect definitions of unless and ensures are used and substitution can only be applied to ~ properties. Misra has clarified the definitions in [Mis90b], but we are still left with an informally stated substitition axiom which is difficult to handle and whose role in the logic is obscure. Also, theorems about program composition are difficult to express.
In this paper, modifications to UNITY logic are proposed that eliminate the need for the substitution axiom and also have the desirable properties of the "incorrect" definitions of unless and ensures. The modified logic is also relatively complete. The important concept is the strongest invariant of a program which can be expressed using dual predicate transformers sst and wst, defined below. In addition, subscripted properties are defined and used in new theorems for program composition.
A Short Introduction to UNITY
This section presents the most essential aspects of UNITY. For more information, and many examples using it to derive programs, see Chandy and Misra's book [ChM88] .
Programing Notation and Operational Interpretation
For our purposes, a UNITY program F consists of three sections. The declare section, F.DECLARE is a set of variable declarations (variable names together with their types), the initially section, F.INIT, is a predicate that characterises the allowed initial states, and the assign section, F.ASSIGN, is a non-empty set of multiple, conditional assignment statements. The always section is not considered in this paper since any program with a non-empty always section can be transformed to an equivalent program without one. Where no confusion can arise, the name of the program will often be omitted. An execution of a UNITY program would begin in a state satisfying INIT and repeatedly execute (atomically) statements in the assign section. The choice of the statement to execute at each step is non-deterministic and subject only to the fairness constraint that each statement is chosen infinitely often. The concept of termination is replaced with that of fixed points, i.e. a state where no statement execution will cause a state change.
Programming Logic

Notation
For a program F, the state space of the program is the Cartesian product of the possible values of the program variables which are determined by the declared types. I will typically use P, Q, R, I, J, K and INIT to denote total predicates on the state space of the program. The predicate True is true in all states, the predicate False is false in all states. Universal quantification over all states will be denoted by surrounding the predicate with square brackets, (i.e. the everywhere operator from [Dis90]). The predicate transformers wlp.s.P (weakest liberal precondition) and sp.Q.s (strongest postcondition) are defined in the usual way and thus are universally conjunctive and disjunctive, respectively. Since all statements in a UNITY program are guaranteed to terminate, for all predicates P and statements [wlp.s.P = wp.s.P] where wp is the weakest precondition. The definitions in the next section are taken from [Mi90b] , except that I have replaced the Hoare triples with wlp. (i.e.{P}s{Q} has been replaced by P=>wlp.s.Q.) Definitions of technical terms such as universally conjunctive and statements of well-known theorems used in proofs are given in the appendix.
Safety Properties
Definition (unless)
The operational interpretation of unless is that if P ever becomes true during the program execution, then P will remain true at least as long as -7Q. stable is defined to be a special case of unless, i.e. stable P--P unless False. The operational interpretation of stable P is that once P holds during the program execution, it will hold forever.
An invariant holds during the entire program execution. Operationally, hlvariant I implies that all states satisfying "71 are unreachable. Although often considered to be just a special case of unless, invariants, as the place where initial conditions come into play, actually have special significance. The importance of invariants in the modified logic support this claim.
3. Liveness Properties
The basic operator for specifying liveness properties is ~-->, which is defined in terms of the operator ensures.
Definition ( The following three proof rules are provided for proving liveness properties: The operational interpretation of ensures is that if P holds at some point during the execution of the program, then P will hold at least until Q does, Q will eventually hold, and there is a single statement in the program which is guaranteed to cause this progress. The operational interpretation of ~-> is that if P holds at some point during the execution of the program, then within a finite number of statement executions, Q will hold.
4. The Substitution Axiom
A final, very important additional aspect of UNITY logic is the substitution axiom. The substitution axiom is stated: "if (x = y) is an invariant of a program, then x can be replaced by y in all properties of the program". The axiom is informally justified as a generalization of Leibniz's rule for substitution of equals. The most frequent use of the rule involves invariants: one can, for example, prove P A I unless Q for some invariant I, and then use the substitution axiom with I = True to conclude P unless Q.
The common misunderstanding about the definitions of unless and ensures is that from P unless Q, one can conclude the hypothesis of the inference rules. Being able to do so is very convenient when proving derived inference rules. For example to prove consequence weakening for unless: (P unless Q A [Q R])=>(P unless R), one can rewrite P unless O as (Vs:sCF.assign::[PA ~Q~wlp.s.(PA Q)]), do some simple manipulations in the predicate calculus, then conclude P unless R. However, it is easy to see that allowing this together with the substitution axiom results in an unsound proof system. For example, suppose invariant I and (Vs: s r F.assign :: [P A I A -'10 wlp.s.((PAI) v O)]). Then we could conclude P AI unless O from the definition of unless, P unless Q from the substitution axiom, and [P^ -~Q ~ wlp.s.(P v Q) ] from the definition of unless. The latter conclusion is clearly not justified. As a concrete counter-example, suppose the program has one statement x:=x +x, with INIT= x>0. Then we may conclude x = k unless x > k for all k using the definition of unless and the substitution axiom with invariant x > 0. Taking the next step, however, leads us to conclude for all k, x = k~ x + x > k. The final step should not be allowed.
Operationally, the situation can be explained by noting that, depending on the initial condition, some states may be unreachable during the execution of the program. The definition of P unless Q, for example, requires (Vs::[P ^ ~Qffwlp.s.(P v Q)]) where the square brackets are interpreted as universal quantification over the entire state space. In (Vs:: [P A ~Q A l=>wlp.s.(P v Q)]), the (unreachable) states where -11 holds have been eliminated from consideration. It is also obvious that without being able to somehow eliminate unreachable states, the proof system is incomplete. The modified logic introduced in the next section does not need the substitution axiom and is shown in Section 6 to be relatively complete.
The Modified Logic
In this section, modifications to UNITY logic that eliminate the problems described above are introduced. First, we define the predicate transformers sst and wst, then use these to give new definitions for unless and ensures, and thus also for ~. Then, we introduce subscripted properties which allow tracking of the invariants that have been used in proofs. The substitution axiom can then be replaced with the formally justified inference rules.
Predicate Transformers sst and wst
It is convenient to define predicate transformers WLP and SP which apply to the entire assign section of programs. Now, we define the adjoint predicate transformers sst and wst (strongest and weakest "stable" predicate, respectively).
Definition (sst and wst)
Obviously, both definitions could have been given in terms of SP. To simplify the notation, I will often use sst.P and wst.Q to indicate sst.F.P and wst.F.Q when this will cause no confusion. There is a difference between the word stable used in the sense of satisfying [X ~ WLP.F.X] and the property stable. As will be seen in the next section, stable P may be a property of a program even though [P~WLP.P] does not hold. (The difference has already been pointed out in [Ke176] using the term inductive for properties where IX ~ WLP.F.XI holds.)
The necessary results concerning sst and wst are given in the following theorem.
Theorem (sst and wst) 1. sst.F.P, and wst.F.Q exist for every program F, predicates P and Q, and are unique. (1) and (3) for sst: from WLP and SP adjoint, plus predicate calculus (1) can be rewritten as sst.P =/~X: [(SP.X v P)~X] {SP.X v P universally disjunctive, Knaster-Tarski} sst.P exists and is unique and sst.P = ~tX: [(SP.X v P) = X], ::> {limit theorem, SP.X v P or-continuous} sst. P = (3i: 0 < i::f i.False) where f.X is defined above Proof of (1) and (4) wst and sst are essentially Lamport's win and sin predicate transformers [Lam87] which he used to extend the Owicki-Gries method (for parallel "sequential processes") to allow reasoning about programs without specifying atomic actions. Due to the UNITY setting, sst and wst have simpler recursive definitions than the corresponding results for win and sin. wst is also a special case of wsafe (i.e. [wst.P = wsafe.P.False]) defined in [JKR89] which "captures the notion of safety for a [UNITY] program". However, they did not notice that the adjoint of wsafe can be conveniently used to express the strongest invariant and in fact their theorem 9, which relates unless to wsafe using the (incorrect) definition of unless is not correct unless the substitution axiom is omitted from the logic. In any case, ss! and wst are used in a completely different way than win, sin and wsafe: namely to capture the influence of the initial conditions on both the safety and liveness properties of a program.
New Definitions of invariant, unless and ensures
As mentioned above, we are looking for a way to allow unreachable states, which depend on the initial conditions, to be disregarded when verifying properties. In particular, we can use the fact that sst.INIT is the strongest invariant of a program and corresponds to the set of reachable states. Using sst and wst, we have two equivalent definitions of unless.
Remark. In the sequel, unless, ensures, invariant, stable, ~-> refer to the modified definitions. If Chandy and Misra's definition is meant, this will be specifically indicated, for example unlesschM.
According to this definition, any predicate implied by sst.INIT is an invariant of the program. An immediate consequence is that invariant True holds for all programs.
Definition ( The equivalence of the two definitions follows since sst and wst are adjoints. As before, we can define stable is a special case of unless: stable P =-P unless False. The new definitions are weaker than Chandy and Misra's; unless is now completely characterized while allowing unreachable states to be disregarded.
Proof.
(==>) Follows immediately from definitions Definition ( 
Subscripted Properties
It is desirable to define additional properties that are stronger than unless and ensures given above. These allow certain results to be easily proved and provide a convenient way to keep track of the weakest invariants used in the p/oof of properties of programs that may be composed with other programs or be refined using refinement mappings as described in [Sa90].
Definition (subscripted properties) (P unless Q)! = [sst.INIT~ I] ^ [I~(P A-~Q ~WLP.(P v O))]
- P Propchu Q from Part (3) above, which follows directly from (1) and (2), is of significant practical importance. It says that to prove P Prop Q, it is sufficient to prove (P Prop Q)~ for any convenient invariant I and actually computing sst.INIT is unnecessary. In particular, True is convenient in many cases since it is always an invariant. The analogues of the standard UNITY derived rules for combining properties of a single program can be directly proved for subscripted properties (and thus, using part (1) of the theorem, for non-subscripted properties) utilising the equivalences in the definitions. This is the same approach that was used in [ChM88] . However, the proofs in [ChM88] turned out to be incomplete (the theorems are still correct), needing the additional application of a meta-meta theorem proved in [Mis90b].
Substitution Rule
In this section, we give formally justified substitution rules that can replace the substitution axiom in the UNITY proof system. The statement of the substitution axiom is an informal rendering of a special case of the theorem. Theorem (substitution). Let I and J be predicates, Z and Y be either both predicates or both variables. P and Q map Z to predicates, and all occurrences of Prop can be replaced by either unless, ensures or ~--~. 
Program Composition
In [ChM88], the union operator for composing two programs was defined. Given two programs F and G, a new program, the union of F and G, denoted FOG is defined as The union theorem and corollaries given in [ChM88], indicate circumstances when properties of FDG can be concluded from known properties of F and G. For example, one part of the theorem is P unless Q in FOG = (P unless Q in F A P unless Q in G). However, the compositionality there is somewhat illusory since whether or not the theorem can actually be applied depends on how the properties have been proved, i.e. with or without use of the substitution axiom. In contrast, the subscripted properties introduced in the previous section provide a notation expressive enough to give precise statements of theorems that only require that the hypotheses hold, and do not depend on how they were proved. (Compare with the vague discussion of the union theorem and the substitution axiom in section 7.2.4 of [ChM88].)
Proof: At first glance these theorems seem to imply that compositionality has somehow been lost, since every result has invariant J ^ K in FOG in the hypothesis. Also, there is no result for non-subscripted properties, and indeed one can, in general, conclude nothing about sst.FOG.INIT from ssI.F.INIT and sst.G. INIT. However, notice that when the subscripts J and K are both True, then invariant J ^ K in FOG follows immediately without actually having to look at statements in FOG. This will be the case in any situation where the union theorem from [ChM88] applies. One final point is that the theorem above is weaker than the union theorem from [ChM88] since conclusions can only be made in one direction, about the composite program given properties of the components. A theorem indicating when conclusions can be made about components is given next. Of course, the most useful case here is when I = True. 
On the Completeness of UNITY
Since previous work on the completeness of the UNITY proof system has not taken the substitution axiom into account, this question is addressed here. Actually, although their final conclusions do not hold (they claim that UNITY is not relatively complete -it is shown below that the modified logic proposed here is), Gerth and Pnueli [GeP89] have already done most of the work. They propose a class of programs called SLP (single location programs), define semantics (the set of infinite sequences of states generated by the program), and give proof rules for the temporal logic operators U (weak until) and <~ (eventually) which are known to be sound and relatively complete. (To show relatively completeness, one assumes that first order logic is complete, then shows that every property which holds can be proved with the given proof rules [Coo78] . Since a proof system as powerful as UNITY is sure to be incomplete, this result allows one to blame incompleteness on the first order logic rather than the UNITY proof rules.) Since UNITY programs are a subset of SLP programs, the inter-reducibility of proofs of U and unless, and O and allows one to conclude the modified UNITY proof system is sound and relatively complete for unless and ~. Because ensures depends on the structure of the program in addition to the execution sequences, it's completeness with respect to the defined semantics is not a meaningful question, although from ensures one can conclude p unless q A p~--~ q (which is called until in [ChM88]). (Another problem in [GeP89] is that ensures and until were confused.) ensures is a stronger property than until; ensures provides the basis for ~ proofs, and may also be useful in specifications since it has composibility properties which do not hold for ~ or until [Mis90a].
Soundness and Completeness of Unless
The relevant proof rule for SLP is given below:
F sat Q ~ QUR F sat Q => QUR means that for all execution sequences generated by program F, if Q holds on that sequence, then Q continues to hold at least as long as -~R. (If Q never holds, then F sat Q:~QUR holds trivially.) The fact that in UNITY, one can only express Q=),QUR which corresponds to Q unless R, and not the more general P~QUR has already been incorporated into the rule. Thus, any proof of unless can be converted to a proof of Q ~ QUR using rule U by letting P' = sst.INIT, Q' = Q A -~R, and R' = R. Below, it is shown that the converse holds. The UNITY property corresponding to F sat Q ~ ~R is Q ~-~ R in F. This means that for all execution sequences generated by F, then if Q holds at some point, then eventually R will hold. If Q never holds on any execution sequence, then the property holds trivially.
One way to prove soundness of the proof rules for ~ is to show that any proof of ~ can be translated into a proof of F sat Q :~ ~R. This can be done by induction on the structure of the proofs (similar to the proof of the substitution rule for ~-->), considering each proof rule separately. The work involves re-labelling predicates with appropriate ordinals, which, since there are ordinals of arbitrarily large cardinality, can always be done. However, soundness is fairly obvious and a formal proof will be omitted. What has been proved is that any property which holds can be proved using the above rules, provided the first order logic is strong enough to prove the hypothesis. Looking at this issue in any detail is beyond the scope of this paper, but an obvious concern is that the assertion language be strong enough to express the needed predicates. It has been shown in [Fra86] that a certain assertion language L~, (first order logic augmented with the least fixed point operator, constants for all reeursive ordinals, an ordering relation on ordinals, and the characteristic predicate for the closing ordinal of a structure) suffices for expressing predicates needed to prove termination of fair GC programs. Thus, one can also conclude that L~, also suffices for ~ properties of UNITY programs by noting that P ~ Q for a UNITY program iff a corresponding fair GC program of the form do []iQ---> Si od terminates (the Si are the statements in the assign section of the program) with precondition P A sst.INIT.
Conclusion
The work reported here was originally motivated by difficulties encountered with the substitution axiom while incorporating a technique for program transformations in UNITY [San90], and further inspired by a perusal of the literature which revealed that the role of the substitution axiom in UNITY logic has been almost universally misunderstood. Using the strongest invariant in the definitions of unless and ensures provides theoretical advantages by clarifying the role of the initial conditions on the properties of programs, and the subscripted properties allow derived inference rules to be proved without a meta-meta theorem and also allow union theorems to be expressed in a reasonable way. The benefits come without practical disadvantages as sufficient derived inference rules are given to allow a property of a program to be proved as easily as before.
